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INTROVUCTION 
clack 
-step: of alfalfa, caused by the fungus Ascocl-,-ta ir- 
perfecta Peck, is an important disease in Kansas. Considerade 
darsese is caused by severe defoliation prior to removal of the 
first cutting of hay. Since much alfalfa seed is shipped to 
eastern states where black-stem is an important disease through- 
out t'ae growing season, it is desirable for Kansas to produce 
disease resistant varieties if it is to serve this seed market 
more adequately. It was for these reasons Lhat the workers of 
the Kansas Agricultural Experiment tation and the i ivision of 
Forage Crops and riseases, ,Hureau of Plant Industry of the 
United tates :'apartment of Agriculture recommended that an in- 
tensive study be made of t'is disease. The study was begun by 
Peterson (.;) in 1933-40, followed ty Goodding (1) in 1940-41, 
and continued in the present study. 
The ulti:-ate goal of this rerearch was the production of 
varieties f sifalfa resistant to black -stem. In order to ac- 
complish this objective a knowledge of tle reaction of selec- 
tions, inbred lines, an0 hybrids to this diseaae had to be 
known. It as found. While testing reaction that there 
was such variability in the relative infection from one period 
to another. Therefore, the cause of this variability was 
souc.;t in connection with the inheritance study. It was for 
this reason that the effect of environmental conditions on in- 
fection by black-stem was studied. 
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black-stem attacks all te above round parts of the 
alfalfa plant. Characteristic sym)toms of the disease are the 
formation of small dark spots on the leaves and stens. In 
later stages these spots become sooty brown to black and en- 
large, many of tie coalescing. This results in severe defoli- 
ation, injury to many leaves that remain attached and severe 
blackening of the stens. The most severe damage occurs during, 
cool moist weather. Field symptoms differ from those in the 
greenhouse in that stems are more severely attacked outdoors, 
while the leaves show Tore symptoms under artificial inoculation. 
Filmage from black-stem has been reported in all alfalfa growing 
regions of the United States. 
A review of the literature was not 17Eide as Peterson (6) 
and Goodding (1) have reviewed all available literature. The 
only previously unreported paper was the .'1.1blication of part 
of Peterson's thesis by Peterson and :;elchers (7). 
MATERIAL WETHOn 
Excellent facilities were available for ,:work on this 
problem. Greenhouse space, field plots, an: equipment were 
furnished by the !epartment of Agronomy for stu:iies on the re- 
action of alfalfa strains to black-stem. Laboratory space was 
furnished by the Lepartmeht of i.otany and Plant Pathology for 
increase of all cultures of the fungus. 
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Sources of Cultures of Ascocqyta imperfecta 
Eight strains of the fungus Ascochyta imperfecta were 
available. Strains 1, 2, and 3 were pure cultures isolated by 
Dr. D. P. Creager at Manhattan, Kansas. Strains 4 and 5 were 
isolated by Dr. F. R. Jones at Madison, 'hisconsin, and strains 
6, 7, and 8 were isolated from diseased alfalfa plants at the 
Kansas State College Agronomy Farm by Peterson (6) and Goodding 
(1). Transfers of these cultures were made at regular intervals 
to keep the fungus viable. 
Securing Inoculum 
A mixture of these eight strains was 'ised for all inoc- 
ulations except in one experiment where the age of the culture 
was varied to study its effect on the severity of infection. 
Separate pure cultures of each strain were grown in test tubes 
on potato-dextrose agar. Transfers were made aseotically to 
sterile sweet clover stel.ns in test tubes. After growing the 
cultures on sweet clover stems for 10 days at room temperature 
a large number of dark colored pycnidia developed. These 
cultures were then ready for use as inoculum. One test tube 
of each strain was filled with sterile water and the sweet 
clover stems were scraped with a sterile needle causing the 
pycnida to discharge their pycnidiospores into the water. These 
stems were allowed to soak for three hours prior to inoculation. 
The test tubes were shaken thoroughly, and tne solution was 
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strained with c:leesecloth as it was pourer into a 1000 cc flasl. 
water was added bringing- the solution up to 503 cc 
volume. 
Inoculation Chamber 
The alfalfa plants selectee for inoculation were picked at 
random when the plants were eight to 12 ineles tall. They were 
placed in a canvas covered chalber with a p.able shaped roof. 
hater was run slowly down t.:e roof and sides to keep the rel- 
ative humidity in the chamber constantly at approximately 100 
percent. The twmperature varied fror 60° to 600 F. except in 
the spring when it reached 900 to 950 F. occasionally. 
Method of Inoculation 
The inoculum was applied to each plant as a fine mist. 
Since a sufficient amount of moisture was applied. by the mist, 
the plants were not sprayed with water before inoculation as 
was done by Goodding (1). iOlen inoculatinp the plants the 
operator used one hand to hold and manipulated the plant and 
the other to manipulate the atomizer. Pressure for the spray- 
ing was obtained from an electric air compressor pump which 
operated automatically starting at 15 pounn pressure and 
stopping at 25 pounds. This technic gave uniform distribution 
of inoculum. Plate I shows the humidity chamber, the electric 
air compressor pump and the technic of inoculating the olants. 
The incubation period used was 72 hours which Goodding 
(1) found to be t:le optimum period. After three days the 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE I 
The humidity chamber, electric air compressor pump, 
and technic of inoculating potted alfalfa plants wIth 
spores of Ascochyta imperfecta are shown in Plate I. 
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Plate I 
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plants were removed from the humidity chamber and placed in the 
greenhouse. Care was taken to proviOe them with plenty of water 
following. their removal frog: the humidity charLber so as to pre- 
vent excessive desiccation of the leaves. 
Use of Cnec'x Plants 
Four Ladak cuttings were used in each inoculation c;%arber 
as check plants to correct for tlie difference in decrees of in- 
fection from one inoculation to another. This Ladak clone was 
about rediur in resistance to black-stem. These check plants 
were distributed at random throughout the chamber together with 
the otter plants. Goodding (1) devised the plan of using check 
plants when he inserted two cuttings in each inoculation cham- 
ber. Four plants were used in the prevent work instead of two 
so as to obtain a more reliable averae check score. 
Plant Pleadings 
Individual plant readings were :ade 10 days after inocula- 
tion. The readings were made by the same method used by Good - 
ding (1). The number of leaf lesions and percentage of defoli- 
ation were scored on a 0-10 basis with 0 representing little or 
no disease symptoms and 10 very severe disease symptoms. The 
variation in size of leaf lesions, petiole lesions, and stem 
lesions was not very 0-eat. Thus they were scored frog 0-5. 
The latter tree readings and the former two wore multiplied by 
20 and 10, respectively, to put them on a basis of 100. The 
five figures then aver134=ed to secure a plant score. 
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The four checx plants in each inoculation cAunber were 
scored similarly an6 evoraed to secure an averse caeck score. 
plant score was then divided by averD,b score of the 
checks to oLtain a ilanc's rating or index hurb:.3r of infection. 
This figure was used ir coEparing the reaction of different 
plants. As the av?ra e score of tne four check plants was used 
in securing, a plwitts index number tne check was always con- 
sidered as 100. A plant that had an index number below 100 was 
more resistant ti-,an tne c:ieck, and a plan t scoring above 100 
was more susceptible. The method of calculating plant scores 
and index numbers is illustrated below. Thus a plant may be 
scored as follows: 
Number of leaf lesions 6 x 10 = 60 
Percentage of defoliation 7 x 10 = 70 
Site of leaf lesions 4 x 20 = 60 
Petiole lesions 3 x 20 = 60 
Stem lesions 1 x 20 = 20 
290 
290/5 = 58 the average plant score 
If the average of the four check plants was 48, 
the index number of infection of tile plant 
would ce 121 as 58/48 = 120.8. 
statistics Used 
Analysis of variance, correlation and regression were used 
in tae statistical treatrents. They were calculated as out- 
lined by nnedecor (9). A correlation etween the means and 
standard deviations of all the lines was calculated to see if 
analysis of variance could be used on these data. If the cor- 
relation was not sivnificant an as of variance was a 
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rood statistical method to apply. Tne correlation was 0.017 for 
92 eeerees of freedom, and was net eienificant as 0.205 was 
neec.ec for sienificance at tne five percent level. Thus it was 
justified to use analysis of variaece. 
Classes of resista-ce form an intergrading series, hence 
it was impossible to assign individual plants to a definite 
class. No plants were found to be imeune from the disease nor 
were any killed by the disease. Plant indices tended to be 
distributed in a norral curve. A histogram of the distribution 
of plant indices is shown in Plate II. The class centers shown 
on the base line were obtained by recording the frequencies of 
all the plant indices in intervals of 10, that is, from 20 to 
29, 30 to 39, 40 to 49, etc., and determining the class center 
of tele interval. Since there are 10 indices eer interval, 
five was taken as the clues center. This is a silent error, 
but it is not ieportant since class center values were not 
used in any calculations. 
EXPERI ENTAL RESULTS 
Effect of Ave of Culture on Black-Stem Infection 
A concrollee experiment was set up to determine if the ate 
of the culture used nad any effect on the amount of disease 
produced under artificial inoculation. Strain 3 of Ascochyta 
ieperfecta was the only cultUre used in this experLeent. The 
age of the culture was determined from the data of tee transfer 
of mycelium and snores from, potato dextrose agar to sterile 
EXPLAFATION OF PLATE II 
Plate II is a histocram of the plant indices of all 
of the plants tested. The plant indices were divided into 
of indicated by the class 
center or mid-point of each class. 
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sweet clover stems until tne date of inoculation. Transfsrs 
were made every five days for two months. Ihus cultures of 12 
different ages were available. Only four were used as the 
number of clonal plants to be inoculated was limited. The ages 
of culture selected were f-70, 35, 50, and 60 days. A preliminary 
experiment snowed that spores were produced within 10 days fol- 
lowing the transfer. It was the general practice to use 
cultures from 10 to 3J days of a e in the regular inoculation 
work. Therefore, the four ages were selected over a wider 
range of agc than was normally used. 
Four strains of alfalfa besides a Ladak check were used in 
this experiment. Strain d was an open-pollinated Kansas Common 
plant. Strain 1' was an open-pollinated Ladak plant. Strain C4 
was a one generation inbred Kansas Common plant, and Mc was a 
plant of unknown origin, but had the characteristics of Turke- 
stan. Eight cuttinis of each strain were available, thus 
ma ing it possible to have two plants from each clone for each 
aoe of culture. The plants ere selected et random for each 
treatilent, inoculated and placed in the inoculation chamber. 
aaen tne plants were renoved from the cheater eacn plant was 
assigned a number at random, the original was replaced by the 
nuntered stake. A key copy was made as tae random numbers were 
assigned, and tais copy war filed away until all readings aad 
been made. This tended to eliminate bias as neither treatment 
nor strain was known as each plant was read. 
Table 1 shows the plant indices of the strains of alfalfa 
Table 1. T1,e effect of the n-c of culture on the rlant indices of for str-lns of 
alfalfa. 
Varict-J Ftreins 
Ace of culture 
Average 20 lays 35 4ay 50 days 77731 
Kansas Common 98 78 98 94 92 '4. 96 WI 91 
Ladak F 88 98 110 108 76 64 104 93 
3'.a7".sas Common C4 108 92 130 96 132 94 124 144 115 
Turkistan Mc 92 90 118 132 118 124 84 132 111 
Averaree 93 111 103 104 
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for the four ages of culture. The means of each strain and each 
treatment are Oven. 
Table 2 shows te analysis of variance on the effect of the 
age of culture on the deFree of infection. The difference due 
to the age of culture was not significant. ,.'he four strains of 
alfolfa differed significantly as the F value of 4.99 for the 
estirlted variability between strains was significat at the 
five percent level. The interaction of strains by tne age of 
culture was not significant. These results indicated teat the 
ages of culture used had no effect on the amount of disease 
produced. The strains reacted similarly to each age of culture 
as the interaction of strains Ly ages was si4nificant. The 
variance (mean square) for he interaction was about equal to 
the variance for within a treatent combination. Thus it was 
possible to pool these variance as :oth of them are estiates 
of the (same) variation of strains and ages, but obtained in 
different ways. ry so doing a ::ore reliable estimate of the 
true variation was secured and the nunber of degrees of freedom 
for this estimate of variance was increased. Table 2 also 
shows analysis of v6ria-ce on the effect of the are of the 
culture on the degree of infection when the variances for 
interaction and within a treatment combination are pooled as 
the error term. In this case, pooling did not cnar4e the 
analysis. The variation due to strains nearly reacned the one 
percent level as the F value was 4.63, and 4.66 is necessary to 
be highly significant. Practically, it would be posrilale to 
say that the probability of a variation this large would not be 
Table 2. Analivels of irlr e on t)7e ef;'ect ef the of cultrre on the devree of infection. 
Source of verlot-lon 
Deoreos 
of 
freedom 
`ums ean 
of square 
squares 
F value 
Levels of 
significance 
points 1: oints 
'etween strains 3 3,597 1,199 4.63 4,99* 2.99 3.24_ 4.& 5.29 
5etween a:re 3 1,279 426 1.64 1.78 2.99 3.24 
Error 25 C,472 259 
Interaction (7 x 9 2,159 
Within variatlor 16 4,313 270 1.12 .2.98 
Total 31 11,348 
Sirnificant 
1/ With 25 deorecs of freedom 
i4th 16 deorees of freedom 
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due to chance more than one time out of 100. In all of the 
following, analyses only one analysis will be Fhown. If the 
variances clue to interaction and within a treatment combination 
are about equal they will be pooled and used as te error tern. 
The minimum significant difference between tae strain ,'ear's is 
16.5 for the five percent level, and 22.3 for the one percent 
level. The strain means are shown in the last column of 'fable 
1. Strains e and F are Flgnificantly more resistant than 
strtAns C4 and Mc. 
Effect of Age of Top Growth on black-Stem Infection 
A secon controlled experiment was set up to determine the 
effect of the age of the top growth on the amount of disease 
produced. 2.1.x clonal lines were used in this experiment. The 
strains were L check, an open-pollinated Ladak plant; 3, an 
open-pollinated Kansas Common plant which was also used in the 
age of culture experiment; k4 and Eb, sister one generation 
inbred? from: ansas Common plant 6, and C3 and C5, sister one 
generation inbrec!s from a Kansas Common plant. The number of 
plants per clone varied from two to 14. These pla::ts were 
selected and placed in a group on March 18. Three weeks later 
half of the plants of each clone were selected at random, and 
the tops were rernoved. The plants were about 16 to 20 inches 
tall, and blooming at that time. After two weeks when the 
growth on the plants that were clipped back was about eight to 
10 inches high both groups were inocul'ited. m removal from 
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the inoculation chamber random numi'ers were assigned each plant, 
a eey was made of the treatment and strain, and the label stakes 
replaced by the random numbered stakes, thereby eliminating 
personal bias from readings made one week later. 
Table 3 shows the plant indices of the seven strains for 
the two treatments for all plants in the awe of tops experiment. 
The strain means of each treatme:-t, for both treatent and tne 
treatment meahs are given also. 
Readings were cede as usual, and the avera e of the 12 
Ladak checks was used in figuring the plant indices. From the 
analysis of variance in Table 4 the age of the top growth had 
no effect on t-e plant score in tie experiment as the F value 
was not significant. Likewise, the strNins were foulvi to be 
non-significant, and no significant difference was found in 
t.e interaction of strains bj ages of top growth. However, as 
the variance of the interaction was much higher tnan the "with- 
in variation" they were not pooled. Thus the treatsients had 
no effect on the degree of infection. The fnct that strain 
differences did not reach the five percent level of signifi- 
ca:Ice probably was due to the low numbers in the different 
clones, the close pediExee relationship of sore of these clones 
and tote interaction of strains by ages though not significant. 
Clones 14 and i5 were sister inbreds frog, clone r, and clones 
C3 and C5 were sister inbreds from another Kansas Common plant. 
As these six strains were suite closely related it was pos- 
sible to them into three groups, group 1 containing the 
Table 1. 7e efte(t c,r vre q-e r tlyr Irrowth on the nlant Ind1c.er sly ntmins o alfalfa. 
Plant ineilces 
Etraln L check 134 E5 C3 
c6 
Treatrlent Now Old Mew 0 -e (11 ew OH ew 1 iew 
11 
89 100 98 107 107 157 111 59 111 118 126 100 
111 96 111 20 tle 93 Cr, 118 104 
93 104 98 85 102 100 
100 85 78 70 115 100 
89 117 117 111 106 120 
106 111 98 109 115 110 
82 67 122 130 
Treatment moan 09 102 97 91 107 137 98 70 
109 112 122 102 
train mean 100 94 122 84 111 
112 
rrand mean of new rrcwth 1015 
!.,ran1 nrAan nf nil rrowth 101 
Table 4. Analysis of variance on the effect of the aFe of the tor r7cwt} on the ltree 
of infection. 
Foureee of variation 
Derrees 
of 
freelom 
Sums 
of 
emarea 
Mean 
square 
F 
value 
V- 
Level of 
significance 
5% 
'etween strains 5 4,448 890 2.57 5.05 
Between area of tors 1 85 85 0.25 230.0 
Interaction (3 x A) 5 1,724 345 1.85 2.46 
Within variation 38 7,046 185 
Total 49 13,303 
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Ladak clone, group 2 containinv clones :4, arid L5, and group 
3 containing clones C3 and C5. Analysis of varia-ce on these 
croups is shown in Table 5. The variation due to croups was 
highly significant but the age of top growth was not significant. 
Thus the results are identical with those secured on the six 
strains except tA) grouping. by relationship showed the differ- 
ent groups to be significa-tly different. 
These results corroborate those secured by Peterson (6). 
He found no difference in the infection on leaves varying in 
age fro one to 23 lays in an experiment in which the age of 
each leaf on V,e pla:ts tested was known. 
Effect of Temperature on :61ack-".terra Infection 
A separate experiment was not set up to test the effect of 
temperature on the amount of black-ste produced, but an exam- 
ination of the temperatures throughout the inoculating season 
and the scores of the Ladak checks showed that there was a 
significant correlation between the degree of infection pro- 
duced and the terperatures in the inoculation chamber during 
the infection period. Nat is, as the average temperLture 
during the three-day infection period increased, the avera::e 
plant score of the four Ladak checks increase. A scatter 
diagram of the tailperatures and plant scores for 31 infection 
periods is sown in Plate III. The sloping line is the re- 
6ression of temperature on the scores of the Ladak check. The 
correlation coefficient of 3.425 between temperature and tne 
Table 5. Analysis of variance of the effect of the aye 
of the top rrowth on the degree 
of infection of three unrelated rroups. 
Derrees Sums 
1111010....11.1111k 
Levels of 
Sources of variation of of can 
F simificance 
fteedorr squares square value 
netween rroups 2 2,511 1,256 
5.3. 3.2 5.1 
between sires 1 65 85 
Frror (Interaction plus 
within variation) 4C 10,707 233 2.70 
252.0 
Total 49 13,303 
** Pigbly sirnificant 
Plate III 
faction period 
check plants. 
terperature on 
EXPLANATION OF PLTE III 
is a scatter diagram of the relation of the 
humidity chamber for the three-day in- 
to the degree of infection of the Ladak 
The straight line is the regression line of 
the plant score. 
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the plant scores w.rs sio.iificant at tie five percent level. 
Temperature recores were available for only 31 of the 45 inocu- 
lations made. The 11 lowest average plant scores of tne Laelak 
checks had a r.ean of 35.2 while the corresponding teperature 
--.can was 69.9° F. The e:ean. of the 11 higeest averaLe Ladak 
checks scores was 50.4 and t.e corresponding te-Terature mean 
was 72.80 F. Peterson (6) found that about 220 C. or 71.60 F. 
was optimum for ,-rowth of the mycelium and spores of Ascocnyta 
imoerfecta on agar while fruiting took place at all teperatures 
from 90 to 30° C. Thus the highest plant scores occurred at 
approxit:Ately the same temperature as found beet under artifi- 
cial culture. 
The temperature in tie inoculation chamber during tee in- 
fection period was not the only critical one as the pla-,ts were 
subject to different r.erperatures in the weak following inocu- 
lotion. the effect of the temperature after removal from the 
inoculation chamber was noted in late srrine when the infection 
was so slight it was decided thet accurate readings could not 
to made on the inoculated plants. she to perature in the inoc- 
ulatint c:Ite:ber during; the infection perIP- was somewhat hither 
t:.un previously, but the running water tended to seep it down 
in comparison to the high greenhouse te-peratures. PeterFon 
(6) found that in the early fall when the teeperatures were 
socrewhat tOther, a longer infection period was necessary than 
in the winter. The effect of a lont infection period was 
demonstreted accidentally when one re.i.Jication of a tec:'Inic 
experiment on root reserves was left in the inoculation chamber 
for one week. The tops of all the plants were killed col-,1)1cte- 
ly, and sore of the plants failed to recover. 
As stated previously no attempt was made to test the ef- 
fect of extreely high or low temperatures on the degree of 
black-stem infection. Thus the results availa le are within 
the ranee of good infection as these plants were inoculated 
under proper conditions for infection to see tne differences 
in resistance of several strains of alfalfa. It is believed 
that temperatures above 780 F. with correspondingly high green- 
house terTeratures would cause lower amounts of infection. If 
ttlis is the case the correlation would Le curvilinear instead 
of simple w"en tested over a wt'er range of te-perature. 
I:ffect of hoot Reserves on '.luck -5:tem Infection 
A th:_rd experiment was set up to determine t:le effect of 
root reserves on blac-stem infection. Fifty-one plants from 
seven clones were selected, and the tops were cut tack to one 
inch on :.arch 26. These plants were then divifled into tree 
groups, and labeled hith reserves, low reserves, and control. 
The plants in tne low reserve croup were cut back on April 5, 
15, and 26. Those in the high reserve group were cut back on 
April 26, and those in the control group were not cut. 
The practice used in securing plants of 11701 and low 
root reserves is a standard one strong alfalfa workers concern- 
ed organic food reserve,. Gruber and co-workers (2), 
25 
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Nelson (5), Grandfield (3), Hildebrand and arrison (4), and 
otiers nave reported that early and frequent cuttings result 
in a lower carbohydrate and nitrogen content of the roots. 
Under fiele conditions Grandfield (3) found tne rainieun carbo- 
hydr'te and nitrogen content was reached seeout 2) days after 
cutting. r4aximum accumulation occurred et about the full 
bloom stage. Under greenhouse conditions where temperature, 
moisture, and soil fertility are eept near the optimum, the 
plants grow much faster than in the tiel and thus reach their 
minimue carbohydrate and eitrogen content sooner. Therefore, 
the low reserve plants were clipped at intervals of 10 days 
instead of 20. Hildebrane: and liarrison (4) found that weekly, 
biweekly, plants to one inch 
caused a preat reduction in the consequent top growth and root 
)rcwth. In this experiment it was assured that clipping of 
the tops when four to six inches high .would reduce the reserves 
considerably. The low reserve plants were clipped tree times 
aft r about 10-day intervals while the high reserve !lats 
were clipped once in tee full bloom, stage. To root saeples 
were taken to see how successful the treatments had been, but 
it was noted teat after tie last clipping the low reserve 
plants recovered much more slowly than previously. These 
plants were easily distini,u1sned froe tie nigh reserve plants 
for two to tnree *eees after clipping because of the tardy re- 
covery; two plants were so severely treated that they died. 
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On May 20 all plants were inoculated together with six 
Ladak checks. On removal fro the inoculation chamber ranor 
nurbers were sseigned each plant and a key made. fable e 
snows the Jant indices of the seven strains for each treat- 
rent. The anal:isis of variance shown in Table 7 inicetes 
that te differences i-,etween strains and the effect of treat- 
ments were n.enly sinificant. The interaction of strains 
and treat rents was not significant in this case; therefore, it 
was pooled with the "within variation" and used as te error 
term. This indicates that all strains reacted in tl,e same way 
to the clipping treatrents. Thus fro: these results one may 
conclnne that plants with low root reserves tend to be less 
susceptible than those with high root reserves. 
T.re Nas not much difference between tne control and 
the i t ii reserve croup. Very likely there was liltle if any 
difference in the reserves of these two -roups. Grabcr and 
co-workurs (2) reported that under field conditions cIe dry 
matter was hicner in the root ea pies from uncut plots than 
those cut at full bloom. nn a porcentate of dry weight basis 
t ere was little difference between tee uncut plots and t e 
plots cut in full bloom. Aowever, tnere was a ,:rest differ- 
ence between these two treatents as conpared wiLh the ;lots 
cut in the succulent state in regard to percent of dry ratter, 
percent of total available carbohydrates, percent of total 
nitrogen, ad percent of total sugars. In toe present experi- 
ment the low reserve froep would correspond to tne plots cut 
Table 6. T effect of root reserver on the r7r-yrt irvlcor f7 coven r trqlne of alffA 
Plant indices of etrsirs, .treotmente 
S ta C4 no 
r T7 , T r , 
126 123 94 72 77 102 108 79 '72 160 117 85 117 04 PS 145 142 140 04 96 75 
121 136 104 a 2 126 89 77 94 111 109 03 '72 143 156 164 
136 125 106 162 
128 136 94 
100 136 117 
142 100 
Mean 126 132 104 102 96 92 79 72 127 117 98 113 88 85 144 154 152 04 26 75 
If Is high reserve Froue. 
C Is control Frours 
L is low reserve group. 
Table 7. :ytycirst5 of veriance of ti':e effect of root reserves on black-stem infecton. 
Sources of veriatien 
Decrees 
of 
freedom 
frIms 
of 
171112roo 
"ean 
s ..ys7e value 
Levi- of 
sic:nIfieanee 
1% 
F3etween strins 
Between treatments 
Error (Interaction lrue 
within v"tion) 
Total 
6 
2 
39 
47 
20,239 
2,693 
9,712 
32,634 
3,373 
1,342 
249 
"5.4** 
2.34 
3.24 
340 
5.20 
7.71!.111 sir.nificent 
slii 
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in the succulent stage, the high reserve roup to the full 
bloom state and the control group to the rlots. Thus 
probably tne only difference between the control and tee high 
reserve groups would be in the aEe of the top growth, and in 
one of the control experiments it was found that the ace of 
the top growth did not aye any effect on infection. 
It should be noted that difference between the high 
reserve group and the low reserves, though significant, is not 
large. Caution should be used before a universal stateent is 
Talde as this experieent was performed near tee end ef the 
inoculatinj season, and teere was not time to repeat it. 
The strain reans b treatments ere shown in the lower 
line of Table 6. In all cases the strain means were lower 
for tee low reserve group teen the control group. There were 
two strain means tnat were lower in the high reserve 2..oup 
than in tree low reserve. The magnitude of these reversele 
was not large, however. Thus tee plants with low foot' re- 
serves tended to be more resistant to black-stem t-an those 
with high reserves. These results parallel those of sore of 
the rusts of cereals, leaf scot of celery and crown tall of 
beet. Raines (8) found the vecetative vigor of these hosts 
and the severity of the disease to he in a direct relation. 
Reaction of 3J Pedigree Lines 
Ten plants fro: each of 30 bacterial wilt resistant 
eelections fror. lenses Common were potted in the field. and 
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brouEht into the greenhouse in Novem:..er. These plants were 
young seedlinus from seed planted on August 30. ..he,- 
plants becalAs eiat to 1J inches .r.igh they were selected ht 
random on the basis if orly and inoculate- for blgek- 
stem. ieadincs *ere made in the usual f-aner, and t e scores 
and indices were calculated. In t: is ca:,e h Turkistan clone, 
was used as tre, cteck instead of t.`:e Ladak. Considerable 
variability wit. in lies was found. These lines were from 
open-pollinated plants. uch variability was expected be- 
cause of the well-'Anown heterozygosity in alfal,a. It was 
tnougnt that two inoculations would give a more rt liable esti- 
mate of a plant's reaction to black-ste tLan one so e plants 
were cut back after the readinEs had been made on the first in- 
oculation. :jany of the plants were blossa,,:in et tJut ti_e. 
Four weeks later these pla_ts were Incculated (Bin and rea.A. 
made. 
A highly significa't dIfferece existed between Inocula- 
tions and the lines were si nificantly different. Kansas 
Common line 1-1 -5 had t.-.e lowst avera:e score of 82 for 
seven plants es S.35firJ in ruble 8. The secon inocultion ex- 
ceeded the first inoculation in 23 of t,-e 30 lines tested. 
In tne other seven lines the reverse was true. It is difficult 
to explain adequately the siiicant variation, between inocu- 
lations as all :slants were of the same age and receved the 
same treat: ent. of tie variation may be due to the error 
in readings so5re to tte difference in recovery of the plhnts 
Table U. Means and rank of 30 Kansas Common selections for two lnoculatIon of t.-stem. 
Pedigree 
lin 
Nv.mber Mean of first 
tnocuiatlon 
Mean of aeon( l 
tnocubton 
Mean of both 
inoculations Hank 
1-102-5 7 75 89 82 1 
1.103-i 9 64 105 64 
2 
1.4014-2 8 08 84 86 a 
1-102-6 8 75 105 PO 4 
1-1014-1 80 104 92 5 
1-1014-3 0 84 102 93 6 
1-105-2 4 85 106 96 7 
1.0.01-1 9 89 107 08 8 
1-103-2 8 64 114 99 9 
1.402-2 8 89 110 100 10 
1-401..2 6 99 101 100 
10 
1-106-1 7 96 100 102 
12 
1-1011-1 8 104 99 102 
12 
1-104-1 96 111 104 14 
1-1017-1 9 92 115 105 
15 
1..4013.4 10 94 117 106 16 
1-106-2 7 102 111 106 
16 
1-100-1 9 108 103 106 
16 
1-1014-4 5 98 116 107 19 
1+10181 10 113 102 106 20 
1.4021 7 103 113 108 20 
1-1092 9 103 115 109 22 
1-1011-2 7 107 112 109 
22 
1.402..3 6 94 127 111 
24 
1-1012-1 9 116 109 112 
25 
1+105..1 10 115 112 114 
26 
1-102..4 7 115 112 
114 26 
K.C. Wilt Res. 10 108 122 115 
26 
1-1012-2 8 107 130 118 
29 
681 K.C. 7 124 131 126 
30 
Unweiphted mean 97 110 
103 
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after cuGtinE as some plants recovered faster than otrers. The 
root reserves may ::ave been higher in t:.e plants when inoculated 
t e second tine than t -e first as the majority of toe plants 
were blooming or about to bloom when cut back after the first 
inoculation. Therefore, ("Afferences in root reserves would be 
expected. Also te greenhouse te'rlperares were iigher during 
the early part of the season tear: later. Other factors which 
are not knownat preert ay i.ave contributed to this difference. 
Alt-ough the analysis of variance snowed that significant 
differences were present etween lines t ere ws so much vari- 
ation within lines t: &:t the hipheet ranking Teen differed only 
fro,:. those lower than 22 in rank as found when the 'It" test 
was used. Thus it is readily seen t at ost of the lines were 
statistically sillar. 
The correlation of resista.ce to black -stet the re- 
sistace to Aicterial wilt was investiated in tere 3J lines. 
The val,le for r was fcun to Le J.012, wan hot signifi- 
ca:t. The resctIon of the7(: lines lo bactrit,1 was 
secured from tests in the ailt nursery at .anhattan, 
in 1941. Plate IV shows a scatter diagram and repression line 
of reaction of 30 i{asas Common selections to black-stem 
and to bacterial wilt. The regression of t:.e wilt rating on 
the black-stem rating was 0.008. Thus there was no change in 
the relation of the reaction of t,ie lines to black -stem or 
bacterial wilt as they Lecavne .ore resista(A or susceptible to 
eit.er disease. In oter wors, lines resistaAt or susceptible 
YXPLANATION OF PLATE IV 
Plate IV is a scatter .jia,;rall of the reaction of 30 
Ransas Coluton selections to black-stem and bact:erial wilt. 
the slope (L) of regression line is 0.038 indicating 
little or no regression. 
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to blace-stee may be eiteer resists-t or susceptible to bacte- 
rial wilt. 
Reaction of In: red Lines 
Goodding (1) tested the selfed proeeny frog: 13 open- 
pollinated plants relected for inheritaece studies. Inereds 
from seven varieties and species were used. In every case the 
progeny gave a reaction than was similar to the parent. That 
is, if two plants frog a variety were found to be resistant 
and susceptible respectively, Pe .,e indicer of t e selfed progeny 
of the first woule :e statisticalle lower teen !-'.e latter. 
euch variation existed within lines as teis ',terial was only 
inbred for one Leneration. eelfed progenies eroe 20 to 30 
plants of eace line were tested. The averaee of tee indices 
of tees° selfed plants in a line was thoueet to be a ood in- 
cication of a plant's transmitting ability. Analysis of vari- 
ance showed that there was a highly sienificant difference 
between strains tested. This indicated teat the plants trans- 
mitted differently and that 'election ef resistant lines would 
be eossiele. There also was a nieely significant difference 
in tee reaction of the verieties and species tested. 
eix to eiCet plants each from one generation inbree lines 
were erown in tee !,.reenhouse during the sumeer of 1941. 
Usually half of teel had been selected for high resistaece and 
half for rusceptibility. 'During the period of six montes while 
these elars were.erowing in tee greenhouse many did not bloom. 
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Some of tem were self sterile or ead a very low percentaFe of 
selfed seed. Oteers pro( ace vo few seers that no plants re- 
ealeed after losses due to eamA.ng off a-d transplanting. Thus 
second generation inbrees were obtained fro:' only nine of the 
18 original (P1) plants. 
Table 9 shows the eaer ef lefection of nine lines of the 
first and second generation of inbreeding. T.e correlation 
between tee two generations was 0.716 weich is siLnificant at 
tee five percent level according. to iisner's table of correla- 
tion coefficients given by Snedecor (9). This corroborates 
the results secured by :oodding (1) weo found that the selfed 
progenies of 18 lines reacted in a n!anner similar to their 
open-pollinated parent. The -ariation was lower in the S2 
generation than in the Si. This was true in all but one strain 
tested, and would be expected since homozyuosity increases as 
inbreeding proceeds. Table 9 shows the standard deviations of 
tee Si and S2 generations of each line. The averege standard 
deviation for the S1 generation was 30.02 as coepared witn 20.72 
in the S 2 generation. This decrease of 9.3 was 31 percent of 
the variability of the S1 generation. Thus inbreeding has 
caused a large reduction in the eeterozygosity present. All of 
the variation present was not due to the neterozygous nature of 
a line as some occurred from t e reading meteod and inoculation 
technic. This was shown by the variability a -ong the four 
clonal check plants used with every inoculation. Only on rare 
occasions would the scores of t:ese clones be alike. In every 
Tatle 9. Infection means and etas rd deviations or nine lines for an I - vane., ' 
z 
ti rs. 
Variety Line 
Paneration SP renoration 
Moan 15`tandard 
deviation 
tteinflarri 
deviation 
Ladak 0 101,8 24.9 81.8 14.5 
Kansas Common 3 104.6 37.9 97.7 22,5 
reminalatinsk 7 108.7 30.4 92.1 18.3 
Kaneale Common 114.7 29.0 109.4 17.8 
Ladak 119.9 32.0 124.3 22.0 
Turkistan A 120.8 32.9 133.2 16.7 
Kansas Common Falection 124.5 20,1 105.1 27.4 
'anise Comon "election 126.2 30.4 116.7 28.0 
Hairy Peruvian D 134.9 32.6 117.0 19.5 
Averao.e 117.3 30.0 108.6 20.7 
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case, however, tne variation between the cneck pants was small 
in co. prison to the variation within a strain. 
. sinnificant correlation of 0.53 was found between the 
means of the 7ifs tested in 1940 by Goodding and tne means of 
the few nlants selected for further breeding as tested in 1941. 
Goodding tested frog,, 00 to 30 Si plants from each of 18 lines. 
Four plai.s were selected fro:r. eac:I of the extrewes of a line 
and thus stout an ennui number of resistant and susceptible 
plants were present. This shower that the plants reacted 
similarly urnicr different operators. 
Reaction of Hybrids 
Several crosses were made using the alcoh-1 emasculation 
metood of 2ysdal and Carl (10) both with tue open-pollinated 
plant and the inbreds. 
Ten crosses of often- pollinated plants are snown in Table 
10. All crosses of open-pollinated pleats produce both re- 
sistant and susceptible progeny where ore than two or three 
plants were pre.ient in tle cross. 3tatitically te 51 F1's 
from the 10 crosses of P 
1 'a were similar. This nay have i:een 
due to the small number of plants in each cross. There was, 
however, a sii;nificant difference etween t,:e pooled F2 lines 
shown in table 11. Analyses of variance calculuted on F2 
populations from reciprocal crosses did not show siLrnificant 
differences; hence, it was possible to pool all of t,e. F2's 
frog.; a cross. Tnis provided larger numbers to work with, and 
therefore, a ..ore reliable estimute of the reection of a cross 
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oans of infection and number of plants in the F2 
-c-irr!tInn of the orer,!es of noon-pollinated plsrtF.. 
Cross 
No. Variotic CM^E, 
Number 
in F !ean 
r Fitair eruvian x 7edionj-o raloata 18 96 
2 Kansas Common x Senirslatinsk 10 131 
3 ilkiry Teruvian x Kansas Common 104 112 
4 Medloaro falcata x Fairy Peruvian 10 102 
5 Kansas Common x "airy Peruvian 14 65 
6 Ladak .x airy Teruvian 49 104 
7 Semipalatinsk x Ladak 126 93 
8 Ladak x T!alry ielruvian 24 122 
9 Ladak x 'airy Peruvian 66 113 
10 Femiralatinsk x Kansas Common 10 102 
* InoTh'es 1'eofi7.7.r,oa1 
Table 11. Annlysis of variance on pnoler9 2 lines from crosses 
of open-Tellinsted 
rlants. 
DeFrees fums Levels 
of 
Sources of variation of of Mean F eirnificarce 
freedom s area 8 ,are value 5 l:'. 
Setween lines 
Within lines 
Total 
10 55,158 5,516 11.6** 1.85 2.37 
420 199,650 475 
430 254,308 
** Mph ly sirnificant 
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than was secured fro- popula- 
tions were s etIsticalls different this 1n Heated that tse Pi's 
transnitted differently. It is thought t st the true reans of 
the F1's of each cross ere not secured by averaging the indices 
of the one to seven plants present in each cross except in one 
case were 26 plants were available. This was fsrtser sub- 
stantiated by the fact t: et t e correlation betwen tse means 
or tae pooled F2 lines and the F1 lines *as not eisnificant. 
Undoulstedly, the larger numbers in the F2 generation save a 
sore accurate estimate of a cross than the mean of the i's 
Of several crosses amonE inbred lines and back crosses 
sade in tSe surer of 1941, 11 sad ore then 11 prot:eny. .able 
12 shows crosses t hat were sade. Analysis of variance 
showed th t hishly significant differences existed between 
crosses. This was sot true the previous year among crosses of 
open-pollinated plants. The reason ay have been the larger 
numbers sresent in tse crosses of Slis and baee crosses, the 
more homozygous nature of the parents, and the closer selection 
of parents than in the previous year. The t population re- 
sulting from these crosses were not tested. 
Effect of Inbreedins eA selection in Inbred Lines 
Plate V is a 1raph of the distribution of plant indices 
of the S1 and S2 generations of resistant Kansas Common plant, 
The mean of trie S1 generation was 102 with a standard 
deviation of 37.9. The averase score of the orisinal P1 plant 
T5 c7:10 12. 7,'eans of infection for crosses of inbreds and b!Ick crccser. 
Parent imr1 ties 
Lines 
crossed 
Number 
plants 
Sr ernes 
!lean of 
infection 
(Semipalatinsk x Ladak) x LalWk x F 32 60.7 
Kansas Common C3 x C4 36 86.7 
Kansas Common X t:,3 11 89.6 
Kansas Common 38x C5 14 94.2 
Kansas Common x Fairy Peruvian C3 x DP 11 96.8 
Kansas Common F$3 x C4 15 96.9 
Kansas Common 2 x 7t6 40 99.4 
Kansos Common C4 X C5 31 103.0 
(Ladek x Hairy Peruvian) x 9alry Peruvian x D 31 105.6 
(Hairy Peruvian x Kansas Common) x Kansas Common 3 -x 11 111.3 
Hairy Peruvian x (Kansas Common x Hairy Peruvian) n x 5- 12 112.8 
EXPLANATION OP PLATE V 
Plate V is a graph of the plant indices for the S1 
and S2 generations frog the Kansas Comnon variety. The 
line 1' represents the 31 generation and line b2 the S2 
generation. There was no significant difference between 
the progeny of B and 1)2. 
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wes 100, which is the result of ahproxieately 10 inoculations 
as several cuttings were available. Thus tnls plant transmit- 
ted to its offspring aeproeietely as it reacted to black-stem. 
The plant, B2, a selection out of t-e selfed proeny of B, scored 
an average of 93. Selfed progeny of e2 had a mean of 95 with a 
standar:7 deviation of 21.4. awe 1:2 transmitted similarly to 
The progenies of E and B2 do got differ from each other statis- 
tically. In this case tee selection: of a rlant towares the re- 
sistant side of tee mean ceusee the second selfed generation to 
be slightly eore reeistre't, z.00lgn not enough to be statistical- 
ly significant. 
Plate VI shows tee eistribution of plant indices of tee S1 
generation and S2 generation of a susceptible Kansas Common 
plant, C. It is readily seen from the graph t-at tele plant 
produced mostly susceptible offspring as only two plants scored 
less than 100. The wean of 27 coifed proeny was 147 with 
a standard deviation of 29.0. Plant C3 Lad an averae score of 
110, and the average of its 32 selfed proena was 96.1 with a 
starvAird deviation of 14.1. Plant C4, a slater of C3 averaged 
116, and its 72 selfed prerany averaFcd 115 with a standard 
deviation of 19.6. enalysis of verieece shove' tnat all three 
provenies differed from each other significantly. Thus selec- 
tion had caused tne resistance of trig line to rise consider- 
ably above tne original level in tge F1 generation. 
Plate VII shows the eistri:aition of plant indices for a 
selection fror tn.) Hairy Peruvian variety for the S1 and 2 
EXPLATIOA .)t7' PLATE VI 
Plate VI is a graph of the plant indices for the Si 
and S 2 generations from the Kansas Common variety. Line 
C represents tne Si generation and lines C3 and C4 the S2 
generation. Significant differeces existed between the 
tnree progenies. Thus inbreeding followed by selection 
has raised the level of resi'tance. 
15 
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generations. This plant was like the susceptible Kansas Common 
plant. Its selfed progeny averaged 140, having a standard 
deviation of 32.6. D2, a selection from the Si progeny scored 
117 and the mean of its progeny was 117. Analysis of variance 
showed that the progeny of D and D2 differed significantly. 
Thus the selection of a more resistant type out of the selfed 
progeny of D was successful. 
The plant indices for the S1 and for the unselected S2 
generations from a Ladak plant H were studied. The S2 genera- 
tion was an unselected population as a number of Sils were 
Belted and the seed mixed, thus producing the S2 generation. 
The mean of the S1 generation was 121 with a standard deviation 
of 32. The mean of the S 2 generation was 131 with a standard 
deviation of 23.1. The difference between the two means was 
not significant. Thus in this case there was no selection and 
the S2 generation was not quite as resistant as the Si although 
the difference was not statistically significant. 
These four examples show the value of selection in an in- 
breeding program on heterozygous material. In all cases the 
selection of resistant plants in the Si generation tended to 
produce :core resistant plants in the S2 generation than in the 
Si, while in the case of an unselected population there was no 
change in resistance in the S2 generation as compared with the 
Si. 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE VII 
Plate VII is a graph of the plant indices for the Si 
and S generations from the Hairy Peruvian variety. Ling 
D reptesents the Si generation and line r2 the Sp genera- 
tion. Significant differences existed between tiie progeny 
of D and D2. 
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Effect of Selection in Hybrid Lines 
Plate VIII is a graph of the distribution of plant indices 
of three F 2 lines, 3, 7, and 9 derived from crossing open- 
pollinated plants. Line 3 was the result of crossing a suscep- 
tible Hairy Peruvian by a resistant Kansas Common. Line 7 was 
the cross of a resistant Semipalatinsk by a resistant Ladak. 
Line 9 was the cross of two susceptible plants, Ladak by Hairy 
Peruvian. The means of the Flis of the three crosses did not 
differ significantly, but the F218 were significantly different. 
Line 7, which was the result of crossing two resistant plants, 
was significantly more resistant than lines 3 or 9. There was 
no difference between lines 3 and 9. Thus the cross involving 
two resistant plants produced more resistant offspring than 
either of the other two crosses, one of which had one suscep- 
tible parent and the other both susceptible parents. 
These results corroborate the results secured in 1941 
when crosses of inbreds and back crosses were made which car- 
ried a high degree of resistance if the parents were resistant, 
and susceptible if the parents were susceptible. 
Selection of Highly Resistant Flants 
One plant from one of the Kansas Common wilt resistant 
selections proved to be highly resistant to black-stem. On 
three successive inoculations it scored 43, 41, and 56 as com- 
pared with an average of 82 for the rs,ost resistant line in- 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE VIII 
Plate VIII is a graph of the plant indices for the F, 
generation of tnree crosses, 3, 7, and a. Altough the F; 
generation plant! were alike there were significant dif- 
ferences between line 7 and the otter two lines, and 9, 
in the F 
2 
generrition. 
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clue,; in the same tests. On one inoculation in t e fall of 
124 this selection scored 69. Plate IX shows sone leaves and 
a section of a etc, from this plant on the left, and tne leaves 
and stem fra a susce:Liblu plant on ti-s rin:ht. Another plant 
from the F2 generation of a :2,e-sipalatinsk by Ladak cross aver- 
. 
aced 48 for two inoculations. Cuttings of eacn of 
have been Tade and will be used in future breeding wor-. 
pro;?eny _eve been tested to date. 
Prediction of the heaction of the F1 ;eneration ilanUs 
It is generally accepted that the average of the selfed 
progeny from a plant is a better index of a plant's transmit- 
ting ability than ane actual plant score of that plat .t. For 
this reason the means of the selfed progeny of each parent in 
the cross as reported in Tai:le 12 were avere[ed to obtain an 
expected irr3ex intermediate between the parents. The correla- 
tion of the .sans of the Fits and the expected indices was 
significant at the five percent level. This indicated that 
the Fits were intermediate between tne parental transmitting 
abilities. The F 2 generation has not been tested. Table 
13 
shows the means of Fits and the inex numbers tst would be 
expected based on an average of the selfed pr::g-enies of each 
parent in a cross. 
It would nave been possible to predict the reaction of 
these hybrids with fairly good accurn:cy by averaging the eons 
of the selfed progeny of the parents in each cross. If tnis 
EXPLANATION OF PLi'L IX 
The section of stem and the leaves to the left were 
taken from a r.ighly resistant Kansas Common plant. Those 
on the rlit are fro a susceptible :airy Peruvian plant. 
ote the difference in t?e size of tne lesions on tne two 
plants. 
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PLATE IX 
58 
^W-le 13. ?%7eanc of intection of the F1' 
expected Index numbers. 
an-I the onle-Aeted or 
Cross 
Aver: -1) 
of F1's 
Expected 
inOex number 
7- x 80.7 99.2 
C3 x C4 86.7 100.8 
i2 x C73 89.6 95.4 
T18 x C5 94.2 104.5 
C3 x D2 96.8 106.6 
C4 96.9 103.4 
132 x 99.4 98.7 
C4 x C5 103.0 111.0 
6- x 105.8 119.6 
3- x 111.3 
x 5- 112.8 11041.! 
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hols true for all hybrids one could select the parents for the 
Jerired crosses on the basis of the selfed progeny of the 
ourents. the number of crosses ade could be reduced consider- 
ably. 
Field Readings 
spring of 1942 was excetionally cool and 4et; thus, 
clinAtic conditions were very favora :le for plant .rcwth as 
well as the black-stem disease in the field. Readings were 
taken on 66 strains of alfalfa planted in 20-foot rows with 
two replications in the unifom nursery on the Agrono:4 varm 
at Yanhattan. It contained ifrproved strains from Rhode Island, 
lew Jersey, .:ew York, ichlean, Asconsin, Nebraska, Kansas, 
and Colorado as well as so-re of the standard varieties such as 
Ladak, Kansas Common, Grim r:, eeker iFaltic, Oreatan, dareistan, 
rakota Common, and Arizona Chilean. A few foreign introduc- 
tions were grown here also. eck-stem notes were taken on 
April 30 or about a month before the crop was cut for hay. At 
this titce tlaok-stem was the predominant disease present. 
Four weeks late leaf blotch caused by ?yrenopeziza medicaFinis 
(Lib.) Estee. was present in greater abun,ance than black-stem. 
Yevere defoliation occurred from the tire of the first 
reading. A large a.are of tnis was attributed to black-stem. 
A.'alysis of variance of tne readin;:s showefi the variation due 
to strains highly significant, f;.r exceeoing te one ercent 
level of significance, thus snowing t tit t.crc was a real (if- 
ference in the reaction et eeee streins to blace-stem. The 
variation bet:eon replications was :elite hlEn but not signifi- 
cant at the five percent level. Strains A-169 frog. ':eeraska, 
A-155 from Rhode Islare7, 128 and A-131 fron eisconein were 
the most resieesnt strains according to these readins. ell 
of the forei'r introduction grown ere and Arizona Chilean 
were very susceptible. Of the standard varieties Grimm and 
lakota Com-,on ranked the highest in resistance. 
Miscellaneous Observations 
It was o'L,served .1e maxim, crosses teat scree plants 
crossed :ore readily than others. In one .1:tnsas Common line, 
C, in controlled crosses t.e7.ween sister I's, t rf:.e percent of 
430 flowers pollinated fered po..s when C5 was tqe. as the male 
parent. e,en C5 was used as the ferale parent 25 percent of 59 
flowers pollinated set pods. There was very little selfed seee 
on planL. ie<< pollen fro::. C5 was a ,plied to the stipeas 
of anoteer Ka: was Coemon inbred line eercent of 40 flowers 
pollinated set pods. Thus teis elent vas a very poor parent 
when used as the eale parent in crosses with related plats but 
vas a rood ptirent ween crossed onto unrelated plants. When C5 
was used as tee fe-ale parent in crosses of sibs it set noes 
equally as well as when it was as L-.e, ale L-aret 
crosses of unrelated material. T_IT is ro r for st rlitj, 
but it cannot be called male sterility as it was ;L:t ale 
sterile when crossed to unrelated material. Further study 
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seould be made to find the real cause of tele sterility. 
One cross of Semipalatinsk by Kansas Common produced one 
plant with v,ry atnoreal siape of leaflets in tne F2 genera- 
tion. Tee leaflets were lonn aeJ extrenely narrow. Although 
there was some varietion in length of teese leaflets the width 
was eever more the ene-eighth inch at its widest place, nar- 
rowing to tee width of the midrib of some leaflets. This 
cearecteristic probably wee a mutation ar it occurred on one 
plant in an F2 poeuletion of 12 in 1941, and over 400 F2 gen- 
eration planes fron the same cross were crown in 1942 without 
the appeareece of a similar plant. This elaet ees not examined 
cytologically. Although it did not possess much vigor it grew 
to eight to 13 incees tall, but never tlossoeed. Cuttings of 
it were eade several times without success. 
Two plants, C3-1 and C3-5, appeared in the S2 progeny of 
a Kansas Common plant with extremely predominant serrations of 
the rargin cf the leaflets. Eight S3 plerns fro C3 -1 were 
secured. Four of teee were like the parent, and four were 
normal. The nuebers were too small to determine the manner of 
inheritance. Apparently it is eot a simple receive or it 
would nave bred true. 
Three 'Indicaeo falcate plants were found to have a vary- 
ing nueber, tnree, four, or five, leaflets for naey of tee 
leaves. The extra leaflets were at the terminal end of tee 
petiole and eet leterelly as ,c3veti..7es are found in ceeeon al- 
falfa. Soee of the leaves had t e noreel numter of three 
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leaflets. Whet,ler this character is inheriteC or not is not 
known as 71", flowers were produced on either :lent in the six- 
month period t at they were Frown in the greenhouse. If this 
c:isractor is found to :e inherited it may be or value in dis- 
tinguisling varieties. 
I ..;1:'S ION 
It is lot always possible to prove 1: at actual hybris 
have been secured when alfalfa plants are cross pollinated. 
All of the plants used for the black-stem disease sthy .ad 
purple or variegated flowers and were sinillar in the mor- 
phological characters obs rved excet as mentioned. .>.. fEts 
noticed in two crosses weere a vigorous upright Kansas Comon 
plant C3 was used as the male parent, the Fits exhibited the 
same vii:or and 14.;rich':, type of growth as when C3 was used as 
the fe ale parent. They appeared similar to the selfed 
progeny of C3, and it was possible to pick out these plants 
without looking at t:.e label stakes. Thus, in this case the 
cross seeed to suave been successful. A technic experiment 
was perforr::ed on t:e efficiency of aTlisculati.:n1 f3r 
crosses. A clone not used in the black-ste ^! disease work 
which was a homozygous recessive for white flowers was pol- 
linate with pollen from a purple flowered plant. Seventy 
flowers were crossed and all of the F 
1 
progeny showed purple 
flowers. Approxi ately f3 V 
1 
plants were secured. Therefore, 
the easculation was satisfactory in this case. At t-.e same 
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time about 10 racees with six to eight flowers in each were 
emasculated to which no pollen was applied. No pods formed in 
these flowers. Thus it seems Rafe to conclude that the Tajor-. 
ity of intended crosses ectually resulted in hybrids if any 
seed was produced. 
the results obtained in te experiment on root reserves 
indtcated that resistance may be more internal than environment- 
al. Tne practical application of the greater resistance of 
plants woen low in root reserves Is limited. Other things be- 
ing equal, a field well managed as to cutting treatments may be 
subject to more black-stem than an improperly 4triaged field be- 
cause of the difference in root reserves. Conversely, plants 
with high root reserves would tend to make more vit,orous re- 
growth following defoliation by this disease. All of the impli- 
cations of these relationships and the actual nature of resis- 
tance to black-stem are -lot known. 
Uuch variability was found to exist in ti:e selfed ,rogeny 
fro; one omeration inbreds. Intergradir4 classes were observed 
in all populations. In addition, the fact that plants upon 
selfing produce )ffsoring which may vary greatly shows tat in- 
heritance f)f resistance to black-stem is not si;Tple. '-ince the 
reactions of t-1, 
- 's from crosses of inLreds and back crosses 
could be ored:eted by calculating expected in(7ices fror the 
reaction of the aelfed progeny of the pareIts t'ere is an in- 
dication of the lack of dominance of resistance or suscep- 
tibility, unless a large number of factors concerning resistance 
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is involved. In that case resistance could be dominant or 
recevsive. Thus the reaction of trle Fits sustantiates further 
the fact that resistaTce is not simple. 
SUMMARY 
A study was r.de of tLe reaction of alfall'a strains to the 
black-stem disease cau!7,e,:l ty funFus Ascochyta imperfecta 
Peck. While ma4ine trail study it was found that there was much 
variability in infection of plants at different times. Thus 
several factors which :.ay cause this vuriability of infection 
were studied also. 
It was found that neitner the age of the culture nor the 
age of the top growth ,.ad any effect on the degree of infec- 
tion. There was a significant positive correlation favorable 
for infection between the average te-per,Iture in t e inocula- 
tion chamber and the amount of black-ste:.. The optt-ur tem- 
perature during the three-day infection period was 72.8° F. 
Very little infection was otained in late spring when the 
temperatures were nigh. Thus the relationship of temperature 
to black -ster infection was curvilinear. Plants that were high 
in root reserves were siulificantly Gore susceptible t an plants 
Ivilch were low in root reserves. 
T :ere was no correlation ..etween resistance to black-stem 
and resistance to Lacterial wilt as found in 30 Fansas Common 
lines. 
Classes of resistance for!-ed an intergrading series in 
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all inoculation work, enO tae j1a t indices infection were 
distributed in a normal curve. 
Significant differences in resista.ce were foural Letween 
30 open-pollinated Kansas Cora: on lines though there was uch 
variation wltin lines. 
There was a nianificant correlation of resisince between 
nine S, and Si lines fron five varieties. ;he variation was 
much lower in the ".2 generation taan in the Si. 
Although 10 crosses of open-pollinated plants reacted 
similarly to black-stem in the F1 generation, significant dif- 
fereces were found between lines in the P2 generation. 
icant differences existed between crosses of inbred and back 
crosses wita tLe F 1 's interaediate between taeir parents' trans- 
mittini abilities. Thus the rea:tion of the 1 's could be 
predicted with fair accuracy by averaaina t-e icans of the 
selfed proaeny of the eare:As. 
Inbreeding followed by selectioa proved to be valuable in 
ral3inE the resistance of :'ota resistai:t aad susceptible lines. 
No increase in resistance was o.eined where t:ere was no 
section intreeding. 
Two plants, a Kansas Common selection and an F2 plant from 
a SeeLipalatinsk x Ladak cross were found to be highly resistant. 
These 1-.1aats will !:e used in future breeding work. 
Strains A-169 froe. %abraska, A-155 from Rhode Island, A-128 
and A-131 fro::: Wisconsin were the aost resistant strains accord - 
ine to field reedinas made in the spring of 1942. 
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